


Telepathology is one of the uses to which 

digital images can be put.

In the routine practice of pathology digital 

images are used for many purposes –

recording results, presenting cases at 

clinical meetings, writing scientific articles, 

preparing material for lectures for teaching, 

making poster presentations, sending 

fixed images via email for consultation.



Even though digital cameras have 

become very advanced technically, 

many medical images are still quite 

inferior.



My hypothesis is that the standard of 

images being presented by pathologists 

at clinical meetings

by authors of many current medical 

textbooks and journal articles 

is of very poor quality and 

we need to improve this.



Two pages from a current 

popular textbook













In 2008 one of the young specialists at 

Princess Alexandra Hospital where I go 

every Wednesday said that they could 

not use the photographs of gross 

specimens that the trainees were 

taking in the grossing room. 

Could I please do something about it?



I used the gear they already had in the 

grossing room and instructed the trainees 

and especially the scientific staff 

on how to use it.



Some examples of photographs of 

gross specimens in 2007 compared 

with those in early 2010

























Photographic gear and how to use it 

Photographing gross specimens







A simple gross specimen









Photographing microscopic sections





Even microscopic images taken 

with the most modern digital 

camera do need some sharpening

and enhancing.











How to present material at a 

surgical case discussion



Simple x1 images of the whole slide

‘sub-gross pathology’ are very useful.

This gives a non microscopist, for example

a surgeon, an opportunity to relate to 

something that he/she has seen and

handled.





It is desirable to be able to demonstrate 

the gross specimen to the surgeon 

when doing clinical case discussions, 

but it must be a good image.





Margins of excision and depth of tumour 

invasion are most easily 

demonstrated using a x1 view of the 

whole section.







Some examples of standard 

surgical pathology cases



Pathology of a screening 

detected lesion of the breast





















Phaeochromocytoma 

in the right adrenal







How to enhance gross and 

microscopic images



A parotid tumour





















Stomach GIST 





















The tumours are believed to arise from 

interstitial cells of Cajal which are pace 

maker cells for the autonomic system 

in stimulating peristalsis

In this function they are equivalent to the

myocardial cells of the conducting system 

of the heart



The interstitial cells of Cajal can be 

seen in normal stomach muscle 

stained with CD117

They are small cells with long dendritic 

processes that ‘meander’ through 

the muscle cells of the stomach wall



CD117



CD117
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Digitising old specimens and photographs

Gross specimens 

A museum collection from 1960-64

Old 35mm photographs 

of specimens and of patients
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